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An Interview with Ruskin Bond 

Dr. Sunita Bhola 

The following interview was conducted on April 14th 2011 by Dr. Sunita Bhola at 

Landour in Mussoorie. 

 

 

1. Nature forms an integral part of all your writings. Was writing about nature a 

conscious effort or it happened naturally as you have always lived close to nature. 

What has been your inspiration? 
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It happened naturally as I have always lived close to nature. I have a fondness for reading 

nature stories of English authors. 

2. I have read many of your books, where nature figures prominently in the 

background. It is amazing to find that you are familiar with even the minutest 

details about flora and fauna. Is it a result of your close observation?  What  efforts 

did you make? 

I was interested in nature so I tried to find out names of plants birds etc. I widely read 

natural history. 

3. We know you like flowers. Which is your favourite flower? 

The sweet-pea because of its lovely fragrance. But I love all flowers. 

4. Do you have a garden? 

No space for a garden. But I grow geraniums on my window-sill. 

5. And your favourite tree? 

The banyan tree. It spreads so graciously, and it provides a home to many birds and small 

creatures. 

6. You are a nature lover and an artist. What are your views on the degradation that is 

going on in the environment like deforestation and rampant pollution in all the 

major rivers of India including most sacred Ganges. 

It is because of huge population and vast industrialization that pollution is spreading. If 

we have one billion population, sanitation for one billion people is required. But there are 

no adequate arrangements. Everything whatsoever, industrial or human waste, finds its 

way into rivers which ultimately pollutes them.  
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 I love the sea. But the sea is now having the same problem as our rivers and hills 

 because our beaches are getting polluted. We have a big coastline and it seems to be 

 getting more and more taken over by polluting industries and by ports and moreover 

 the beaches are not maintained.  

 I spent a lot of time in Orissa too. I go down the east coast to Puri and nearby areas. 

 They are very beautiful areas but all on danger of oil pollution, industrial pollution 

 and then once again sewages runs out into the sea nearby and gets washed up. 

7. Global warming and environment have become hot issues these days and a lot is 

written to make people aware of the environment. In which category would you 

place yourself – writer activist or writer artist? 

 I am a writer artist. I observe things I put them down and maybe perhaps through my 

 writings I might have some influence on those who do something for the environment 

 or maybe at least make some people conscious of the importance of nature. 

8. You have been a tireless adventurer and have an enduring relationship with the 

Himalayas. Which part of the Himalayan region fascinated you the most and how 

has been the journey all along? 

 I won’t say I am very adventurous. When danger comes I run. I am a good runner. 

 I run fast. I have always lived in Western Himalayas so I have a special fondness for 

 them but I think all areas of the Himalayas equally fascinate me. 

9. Apart from nature, what else inspires you? 

 People. People are stories. Millions of stories. 
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10. You hinted at divine presence in your stories like The Magic of Tungnath, Ganga 

Descends, The Road To Badrinath etc. Would you kindly elaborate? 

 Sometimes you feel the presence of the divine or something little higher in 

 ourselves. But  it is a feeling, it’s not something which is tangible. 

11. If you could not live in the mountains, where would you like to be? 

My early years were spent in Jamnagar, near the Gulf of Kutch. And as a young man I 

spent two years in Jersey, in the Channel Islands, between France and England. I love the 

sea. And I love reading stories about the sea. 

12. You have spent most of your life in hill-stations. Why? 

Well, I was born in Kasauli, a small hill-station. My father sent me to a boarding-school 

in Shimla, and I was there for eight years. And I have been living in Mussoorie since 

1963. Obviously I like being in the mountains. 

13. What do you enjoy writing most – about children or adults or nature, fiction or non 

fiction? 

 I enjoy all from time to time. I like to switch around so that I don’t get bored. So if I 

 write some story on animal today the next one might be about children or maybe an 

 adult story, so I would go from one to the other. 

14. Which of your works is closest to your heart? 

 My story telling. 

15. Why did you become a writer? 

Because that was the thing I did best. Even at school, I wrote fluently in English. 

16. Who inspired  you the most? 
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Other writers. Great writers like Dickens, Conrad, Stevenson, Maugham, Barrie, 

Priestley….. I wanted to emulate them. 

17. And sometimes you write ghost stories? 

The ghosts of interesting people, or what we see in our dreams. Those are the real ghosts-

dream people. 

18. Do you like travelling? 

I am not a great traveler, but sometimes my publishers take me on book promotion tours. 

19. What advice would you give would-be authors? 

Make sure you can write fluently. Don’t insult the language. Have something to say. Be 

original. Try to understand human nature. Then go ahead. 

20. And your advice to young people in general? 

Discover what you like doing most, and then make a career out of it. 
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